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Abstract—Smart grid (SG) technology has recently received
significant attention for providing intelligent and distributed
electric power transmission systems. In SG, electric vehicles (EVs)
charging becomes one of the emerging applications. However,
authentication between a vehicle user and a smart meter is
required so that both of them can securely communicate among
each other for managing demand response during peak hours.
To address the above mentioned issues, in this paper, we propose
a new efficient Three-factor User Authentication Scheme for
a Renewable Energy based Smart Grid environment (TUAS-
RESG), which uses the lightweight cryptographic computations
such as one-way hash functions, bitwise XOR operations and
elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). The detailed security analysis
shows the robustness of TUAS-RESG against various well-known
attacks. Moreover, TUAS-RESG provides superior security with
additional features, such as dynamic smart meter addition,
flexibility for password and biometric update, user and smart
meter anonymity, and untraceability as compared to other related
existing schemes. The practical demonstration of TUAS-RESG is
also proved using the widely-accepted NS2 simulation.

Index Terms—Renewable energy, smart grid, user authentica-
tion, key agreement, security, NS2 Simulation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is an emerging concept of comput-
ing in which different physical objects are connected to the
Internet to form a network. The connected physical objects
can access, interpret and exchange information among each
other. It has revolutionized the communication technologies
by empowering advanced applications such as Smart Grid
(SG). SG becomes the buzz word as it attracts the attentions
from engineers and researchers in both electric power and
communication sectors [1], [2]. It is also sometimes referred
as the intelligent grid or grid of the future. The objective of
the SG is to provide power to end users in a more stable and
reliable manner. SG incorporates a two-way communication
between the provider and consumers of electric power. Sensing
devices, smart meters and control systems are expected to
be between the provider and end users to facilitate this two-
way communication system in SG. Electric vehicle charging
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becomes one of the emerging applications of SG. A detailed
survey on the smart grid environment is provided in [3], [4],
[5], [6], [7], [8], [9].

In this paper, we propose a new remote user authentication
scheme for a renewable energy based smart grid environment
(TUAS-RESG), which is very efficient as it only uses the
lightweight cryptographic computations. In TUAS-RESG, a
vehicle user can remotely authenticate to a smart meter. After
mutual authentication between user and smart meter, they
establish a session key for their future secure communication.
The rigorous security analysis shows the robustness of TUAS-
RESG against the existing attacks. The practical demonstration
of TUAS-RESG using the widely-accepted NS2 simulation is
also provided.

The paper is organized as follows. We provide the liter-
ature survey of the related existing schemes of smart grid
environment in Section II. After that, we discuss the network
and threat models which are used in TUAS-RESG in Section
III. We present a new remote user authentication and session
key agreement scheme for a renewable energy based smart
grid environment in Section IV. In Section V, we provide the
detailed security analysis of TUAS-RESG. We compare the
performance among TUAS-RESG and other related existing
schemes in Section VI. The practical demonstration of TUAS-
RESG using the widely-accepted NS2 simulation is provided
in Section VII. We finally conclude the paper in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Gazdaret al. [10] presented a dynamic and distributed trust
model, which establishes a trust relationship between vehicles
and filters out malicious and selfish vehicles in Vehicular
Adhoc Networks (VANETs). Their model is flexible and also
robust as it can detect various malicious behaviors in the
network. Haddadouet al. [11] proposed a distributed trust
model for VANETs, which is adapted from the job market
signaling model. Their model increases the cooperation of
selfish nodes by maintaining a high reception ratio. Gazdar
et al. [12] also proposed a distributed and dynamic public
key infrastructure for VANETs, which achieves authentication,
confidentiality as well as a reliable vehicle-to-vehicle data ex-
change. Rachedi and Benslimane [13] designed an anonymous
scheme to secure nodes which have important roles in the
network. They further considered the clustering approach to
secure the mobile adhoc networks. In addition, Alnasser and
Rikli [14] developed a trust security model for smart meters in
an urban power grid network. Their trust model works at two
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different levels. At the first level, called the smart meter level,
the nodes need to gather the information from its neighbor
nodes. At the second level, called the collecting node level,
the malicious nodes in the network are detected and isolated.
This is done by requesting the nodes to stop communications
with the malicious nodes.

Foudaet al. [2] proposed a message authentication scheme
for securing communication among various smart meters at
different points of the smart grid. Their scheme uses the
Diffie-Hellman key establishment protocol and hash-based
message authentication code for mutual authentication. Later,
Mahmoodet al. [1] proposed a hybrid Diffie-Hellman based
authentication scheme, which achieves authentication between
smart meter gateway located in home area network and smart
meter gateway located in building area network. Their scheme
provides less communication and computation costs as com-
pared to the scheme of Foudaet al. [2].

Nicanfaret al. [15] presented an authentication scheme that
mutually authenticates a smart meter of a home area network
and an authentication server in smart grid. Liet al. [16] pro-
posed another authentication scheme that employs the Merkle
hash tree technique to secure communication in smart gird.
Chim et al. [17] discussed the hierarchical structure of smart
grid and also proposed a privacy-preserving recording and
gateway-assisted authentication of power usage information
for smart grid environment. Chanet al. [18] also proposed
a two-factor cyber-physical device authentication scheme to
provide protection against coordinated cyber-physical attacks
in a smart grid environment.

Tsai and Lo [19] applied an identity-based signature and
identity-based encryption to propose an anonymous key distri-
bution scheme for smart grid in which smart meter and service
provider mutually authenticate with each other, and then es-
tablish a session key between them for secure communication.
It was shown that Tsai-Lo’s authentication scheme is insecure
against the ephemeral secret leakage attack, and also it fails
to provide the strong credentials’ privacy of the smart meter
[20]. Odelu et al. [20] then proposed a secure authenticated
key agreement scheme for smart grid, which overcomes the
security weaknesses of Tsai-Lo’s scheme.

Jo et al. [21] proposed a privacy-preserving authentication
scheme for smart grid environment. They designed two pro-
tocols, namely protocol I and protocol II. Protocol II is a
modified version of protocol I. Both protocols are executed
by processing intial setup and registration phases. The public
parameters and certificates are initialized during the initial
setup phase. The registration phase contains two parts, namely,
a basic part and an additional part. The basic part is needed for
both the protocols, whereas the additional part is only required
for the protocol II.

Doh et al. [22] also proposed a scheme to provide au-
thentication between the utility system and the smart meters.
Saxenaet al. [23] proposed an authentication and authorization
scheme for smart grid environment. Their scheme provides
protection against outsider and insider threats in the smart
grid by verifying the user authorization and performing user
authentication together. Heet al. [24] proposed an ECC
based anonymous key distribution scheme for the smart grid,

which provides less communication and computation costs as
compared to the scheme of Tsai and Lo [19].

In the schemes of Tsai and Lo [19] and Odeluet al.
[20], there is authentication between smart meter and service
provider. In the scheme of Joet al. [21], there are two proto-
cols for authentication between smart meter and data collection
unit as well as data collection unit and advanced metering
infrastructure. In the scheme of Wu and Zhou [25], the key
management is done for smart sensor and data collector. Xia
and Wang [26] identified that the scheme of Wu and Zhou [25]
is vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attack, and presented an
improved scheme for key distribution in smart grid in which
the key establishment between a smart meter and a service
provider is executed with the help of a trusted anchor.

The scheme of Wu and Zhou [25], Xia and Wang [26], and
Jo et al. [21] do not provide some functionality and security
features, such as perfect secrecy, strong smart meter cre-
dentials’ privacy, session key (SK) security, offline password
guessing attack protection, password and biometric update
phases and dynamic smart meter addition. The scheme of
Tsai and Lo [19] is vulnerable to privileged-insider attack and
does not provide functionality and security features such as
strong smart meter credentials’ privacy,SK-security, offline
password guessing attack protection, password and biomet-
ric update phase and dynamic smart meter addition phase,
whereas the scheme of Odeluet al. [20] does not support
password and biometric update phase and dynamic smart
meter addition phase. Therefore, to overcome these drawbacks
and limitations in the existing schemes, we propose a new
three-factor user authentication scheme for SG environment.

III. SYSTEM MODELS

In this section, we consider the following two models to
discuss and analyze the proposed TUAS-RESG.

A. Network Model

Figure 1 show the network model for a renewable energy
based smart grid environment. The solar arrays (renewable
energy producers) produce electricity, and then the electricity
is distributed by some utility company. The utility company
further provides electricity to various charging stations. Sup-
pose there is a vehicle, which requires some electricity to
charge its battery. In this model, there are two types of flows:
1) one is energy flow, which is represented by green arrowed
line, and 2) other one is data flow which is represented by red
arrowed line. Before sharing information, entities (user and
smart meter) need to authenticate themselves. Due to wireless
communication in the SG environment, there is a possibility
of various attacks, such as replay, man-in-the middle and
impersonation attacks. The smart meter privacy is also another
important issue in SG. Smart meter reading can be modified
by an attacker, which can affect various required tasks, such
as billing of vehicle user. It may also provide different billing
information to the users. Thus, there is a great need of a remote
user authenticated key agreement scheme by which user and
smart meter can authenticate each other.
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Assume that there is a car userUi who has mobile device
MDi with the Internet connectivity. At the charging station,
there is a smart meterSMj which is connected to the utility
company (service provider). BothMDi and SMj are then
connected through the Internet. IfUi wants to charge its car’s
battery, first of all he/she needs to authenticate withSMj .
After mutual authentication betweenUi and SMj , a session
key is established between them.Ui can then provide his/her
battery charging requirement toSMj . After battery charging,
Ui can pay to the service provider for charging (energy) with
the help of maintained secure session withSMj [27], [28].

Fig. 1. Renewable energy based smart grid environment

B. Threat Model

We follow the well-known Dolev-Yao threat model (DY
model) [29] in TUAS-RESG. According to this model, any
two nodes communicate over an insecure channel [30], in
which the end-point communicating parties, such asUi and
SMj , are not in general trustworthy. An attackerA can then
eavesdrop, modify or delete the exchanged messages during
transmission. Furthermore, ifMDi of Ui is lost or stolen,
A can extract all the sensitive information stored inMDi

using the power analysis attacks [31], [32]. The currentde
facto standard model in modeling key-exchange protocols is
the CK-adversary model [33], [34], whereA is responsible
for delivering messages (as in the DY model), and can further
compromise private keys, session keys and session state.
Thus, the security of an authenticated key-exchange protocol
should guarantee that the leakage of some forms of secret
information, such as session ephemeral secrets, session key,
or long-term private keys, will have the least possible effect
on the security of other secret credentials and session keys of
the communicated parties [20].

IV. TUAS-RESG: THREE-FACTOR USER

AUTHENTICATION FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY BASED

SMART GRID ENVIRONMENT

In this section, we describe a new three-factor lightweight
authentication protocol for renewable energy based smart grid
environment (TUAS-RESG), where a userUi and a smart
meter SMj authenticate each other in the network. After
successful mutual authentication betweenUi and SMj , both

entities will establish a session keySKij for their future secure
communications. The three factors used in TUAS-RESG are:
1) mobile deviceMDi of a userUi; 2) passwordPWi of
Ui; and 3) biometricsBIOi of Ui. TUAS-RESG contains the
six phases: 1) pre-deployment; 2) offline user registration; 3)
login; 4) authentication and key agreement; 5) password and
biometric update; and 6) dynamic smart meter addition. The
notations listed in Table I are used for describing and analyzing
TUAS-RESG. To provide strong replay attack protection, we
aim to use both random nonces and current timestamps. For
this purpose, it is assumed that all the network entities are
synchronized with their clocks.

TABLE I
NOTATIONS USED IN THIS PAPER

Notation Description
TA Trusted authority
IDTA Identity of TA
Ui, SMj ith user andjth smart meter
IDSMj

Identity of SMj

MDi, IDi, PWi Ui’s mobile device, identity and password
RIDi, RIDSMj

Pseudo identities ofUi andSMj

ni, ri Random secrets ofUi andTA
rui, rsj Random nonces ofUi andSMj

Ri Public key ofUi

PubTA Public key ofTA
Ep(a, b) Elliptic curve: y2 = x3 + ax + b (mod p),

wherep is prime anda, b ∈ Zp are
constants such that4a3 + 27b2 6= 0 (mod p)

P A base point onEp(a, b)
k.P P + P + · · · + P (k times), an

elliptic curve point (scalar) multiplication
P + Q Elliptic curve point addition,P, Q ∈ Ep(a, b)
σi Biometric secret key ofUi

τi Public reproduction parameter ofUi

t Error tolerance threshold used in fuzzy extractor
T1, T2, T3 Current timestamps
∆T Maximum transmission delay
Gen Fuzzy extractor probabilistic generation procedure
Rep Fuzzy extractor deterministic reproduction procedure
h(·) Collision-resistant cryptographic hash function
||, ⊕ Concatenation and bitwise XOR operations

A. Pre-deployment Phase

In this phase, the trusted authority(TA) registers each
smart meterSMj before their deployment in the network.
The TA first selects a non-singular elliptic curveEp(a, b):
y2 = x3 + ax + b (mod p) having a large primep and two
constantsa, b ∈ Zp = {0, 1, . . . , p−1} such that the necessary
and sufficient condition4a3 + 27b2 6= 0 (mod p) is satisfied.
After that, theTA selects a base pointP on Ep(a, b) whose
order is as large asp, and a master secret keyk which is
only known to theTA. TheTA then computes its public key
PubTA = k.P , where k.P = P + P + · · · + P (k times)
is the elliptic curve point (scalar) multiplication, and also
a pseudo identityRIDTA = h(IDTA||k). Further, theTA
chooses a unique identityIDSMj

for eachSMj , and computes
its corresponding pseudo identityRIDSMj

= h(IDSMj
||k).

Finally, the TA stores the credentials{RIDSMj
, PubTA,

RIDTA} in the memory ofSMj prior to its deployment in
the network.
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B. User Registration Phase

To accessSMj , Ui needs to register at theTA securely
either in person or via a secure channel. This phase is executed
in the offline mode by theTA andUi. The steps of this phase
are given below.

Step REG1. Ui first chooses a unique identityIDi and
a secure collision resistant hash functionh(·) (for example,
SHA-1 hash function [35]), and sends the registration request
〈IDi, h(·)〉 to theTA through a secure channel.

Step REG2. After receiving the registration request〈IDi,
h(·)〉 from Ui, the TA chooses an160-bit random secret
ri and computes public key ofUi as Ri = ri.P . The
TA then computes the pseudo identity ofUi as RIDi =
h(IDi||k), ci = h(Ri||PubTA), and also the ElGamal-type
ECC signature onri assi = ri + cik (mod p). TheTA then
sends the registration reply with the information{RIDi, si,
Ri, RIDTA} to Ui securely.

Step REG3. After receiving securely the registration reply
{RIDi, si, Ri, RIDTA} from the TA, the mobile device
MDi asksUi to input his/her credentials.Ui then selects a
passwordPWi as per his/her own choice and also imprints
personal biometricsBIOi at the sensor ofMDi. MDi

generates an160-bit random secretni and computes masked
passwordRPWi = h(PWi||ni).

Step REG4. MDi applies the fuzzy extractor probabilistic
generation functionGen(·) to generate the secret biomet-
ric key σi and the corresponding public parameterτi as
Gen(BIOi) = (σi, τi) as done in [36], [37], [38]. The detailed
description of the fuzzy extractor functionsGen(·) andRep(·)
can be found in [38].MDi further computesBIi = h(IDi

||σi) ⊕ni, CIi = h(IDi ||RPWi ||σi), RID′
TA = RIDTA

⊕h(IDi ||σi), and s∗i = si⊕ h(ni ||IDi ||σi), and replaces
RIDTA by RID′

TA and si with s∗i in its memory. Finally,
MDi stores the information{RIDi, Ri, BIi, CIi, RID′

TA,
s∗i , τi, Gen(·), Rep(·), h(·), t} in its memory, wheret is
the error tolerance threshold value used inRep(·) to recover
the original biometric keyσi. Note that theTA also stores the
informationRIDi corresponding toIDi of Ui in its database.

C. Login Phase

The following steps are executed in the login phase byUi:
Step L1. Ui first provides his/her identityIDi and inputs

passwordPW ∗
i into the interface ofMDi, and also imprints

his/her biometricsBIO∗
i at the sensor ofMDi. MDi ex-

tracts biometric keyσ∗
i = Rep(BIO∗

i , τi) provided that the
Hamming distance between the original biometricsBIOi at
the time of registration and the enteredBIO∗

i is less than
the error tolerance threshold valuet. Then, MDi retrieves
n∗

i = BIi⊕ h(IDi ||σ
∗
i ), RPW ∗

i = h(PW ∗
i ||n∗

i ) andCI∗i =
h(IDi ||RPW ∗

i ||σ∗
i ). After these computations,MDi checks

whether the conditionCI∗i = CIi holds or not. If it holds,Ui

passes both password and biometric verification. Otherwise,
the session is terminated immediately.

Step L2. MDi further computesRID∗
TA = RID′

TA

⊕h(IDi ||σ∗
i ), s′i = s∗i⊕ h(n∗

i ||IDi ||σ∗
i ) = ri +cik

(mod p). In addition, MDi chooses a random noncerui

and generates the current timestampT1, where rui ∈ Z∗
p

= {1, 2, . . . , p − 1}. MDi calculatesx = h(RIDi ||RID∗
TA

||rui ||RWP ∗
i ||σ∗

i ||T1), Xi = x.P , R∗
i = Ri⊕ h(RID∗

TA

||T1) andAi = x+s′i (mod p). Finally, MDi sends the login
request〈Xi, R∗

i , Ai, T1〉 to SMj via a public channel.

User (Ui)/Mobile device(MDi) Smart meter(SMj)
Input IDi, PW ∗

i , BIO∗
i .

Computeσ∗
i = Rep(BIO∗

i , τi),
n∗

i = BIi⊕ h(IDi||σ
∗
i ),

RPW ∗
i = h(PW ∗

i ||n
∗
i ),

CI∗i = h(IDi||RPW ∗
i ||σ

∗
i ).

Check if CI∗i = CIi? If so, compute
RID∗

TA = RID′
TA ⊕ h(IDi||σ

∗
i ), Check if |T1 − T ∗

1
| < ∆T? If so,

s′i = s∗i ⊕ h(n∗
i ||IDi||σ

∗
i ) computeRi = R∗

i ⊕ h(RIDTA ||T1),
= ri + cik (mod p), ci = h(Ri ||PubTA),
x = h(RIDi ||RID∗

TA ||rui and verify if
||RWP ∗

i ||σ∗
i ||T1), Xi = x.P , Ai.P = Xi + (Ri + ci.PubTA)?

R∗
i = Ri⊕ h(RID∗

TA ||T1), If verification holds,
Ai = x + s′i (mod p). computey = h(RIDSMj

〈Xi, R
∗
i , Ai, T1〉

−−−−−−−−−−−→
||RIDTA ||rsj ||Ai ||T2),

(via public channel) Yj = y.P , Zj = y.Xi = xy.P ,
SKij = h(RIDTA ||T1

||T2 ||Ai ||Zj),
Vj = h(SKij ||T1 ||T2).
〈Yj , Vj , T2〉
←−−−−−−−

Check if |T2 − T ∗
2
| < ∆T? (via public channel)

If so, compute
Zi = x.Yj = x.(y.P ) = xy.P ,
SK ′

ij = h(RID∗
TA ||T1

||T2 ||Ai ||Zi),
Vi = h(SK ′

ij ||T1 ||T2).
Check if Vi = Vj? If so, Check if |T3 − T ∗

3
| < ∆T?

computeACKi = h(SK ′
ij ||T3). If so, compute

〈ACKi, T3〉
−−−−−−−−→

ACKj = h(SKij ||T3).

(via public channel) Check if ACKj = ACKi?
Both Ui and SMj store session keySKij (= SK ′

ij).

Fig. 2. Summary of login, and authentication and key agreement phase

D. Authentication and Key Agreement Phase

This phase helps the session key establishment between a
userUi and an accessed smart meterSMj after their mutual
authentication. After receiving the login request〈Xi, Ri, Ai,
T1〉 by SMj , the following steps are executed. The login, and
authentication and key agreement phases of TUAS-RESG is
further summarized in Figure 2.

Step AKE1. SMj first checks the timeliness ofT1 by the
condition |T1 − T ∗

1
| < ∆T , where ∆T is the maximum

transmission delay andT ∗
1

is the time when the message〈Xi,
Ri, Ai, T1〉 was received bySMj . If it holds, SMj computes
Ri = R∗

i ⊕ h(RIDTA ||T1), ci = h(Ri ||PubTA) and then
verifies the conditionAi.P = Xi+ (Ri +ci.PubTA). Note
that Ai.P = (x+ s′i).P = x.P +(ri +cik).P = Xi+ (ri.P
+ci(k.P )) = Xi+ (Ri +ci.PubTA). If verification holds,
it ensures thatUi is authenticated bySMj . Otherwise, the
session is terminated immediately.

Step AKE2. SMj generates a random noncersj ∈ Z∗
p

and the current timestampT2, and calculatesy = h(RIDSMj

||RIDTA ||rsj ||Ai ||T2), Yj = y.P , Zj = y.Xi = xy.P . By
using all these computed values,SMj computes the session
key shared withUi as SKij = h(RIDTA ||T1 ||T2 ||Ai

||Zj) and Vj = h(SKij ||T1 ||T2). Then, SMj sends the
authentication reply〈Yj , Vj , T2〉 to Ui via a public channel.

Step AKE3. After receiving the authentication reply〈Yj ,
Vj , T2〉 from SMj , Ui checks the timeliness ofT2 by the
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verification condition|T2 − T ∗
2
| < ∆T , whereT ∗

2
is the time

when the message〈Yj , Vj , T2〉 was received byMDi of Ui.
If this condition holds,Ui computesZi = x.Yj = x.(y.P )
= xy.P and the session key shared withSMj as SK ′

ij =
h(RID∗

TA ||T1 ||T2 ||Ai ||Zi). It further computesVi =
h(SK ′

ij ||T1 ||T2) and checks if the conditionVi = Vj holds. If
this condition holds, it also ensures thatSMj is authenticated
by Ui. Ui then chooses the current timestampT3 and calculates
ACKi = h(SK ′

ij ||T3) and sends acknowledgment message
〈ACKi, T3〉 to SMj via a public channel.

Step AKE4. After receiving the message〈ACKi, T3〉
from Ui, SMj checks the timeliness ofT3 by checking the
condition |T3 − T ∗

3
| < ∆T , whereT ∗

3
is the time when the

message〈ACKi, T3〉 was received. If this condition holds,
SMj computesACKj = h(SKij ||T3) and checks if the
condition ACKj = ACKi holds. If the condition does not
hold, it terminates the connection immediately. Otherwise, it
assures that the computed session key byUi is correct, and
both Ui and SMj establish the same common session key
SKij (= SK ′

ij) for future secure communication.

E. Password and Biometric Update Phase

TUAS-RESG provides password and biometric update facil-
ity by which a legitimate userUi can change his/her password
as well as biometrics for security reasons at any time after user
registration phase without involving theTA. The biometric
information of a given userUi is unique and unchanged as
compared to a chosen password by that userUi. However, we
suggestUi should update his/her biometric information as well
in TUAS-RESG, if he/she desires to do so. This is necessary
to protect strongly the offline password guessing attack by an
adversary. The following steps are necessary for this purpose:

Step PB1. Ui first inputs his/her identityIDi, old password
PW old

i to interface ofMDi, and also imprints his/her old
biometricsBIOold

i to the sensor ofMDi. MDi then calcu-
lates σold

i = Rep(BIOold
i , τi), n∗

i = BIi ⊕h(IDi ||σold
i ),

RPW old
i = h(PW old

i ||n∗
i ), CIold

i = h(IDi ||RPW old
i

||σold
i ), and proceeds to check whether the conditionCIold

i

= CIi holds. If it matches,Ui is considered as genuine user;
otherwise, this phase is terminated immediately.

Step PB2. MDi asksUi to enter a new passwordPWnew
i ,

and also to imprint new biometricsBIOnew
i , if Ui is de-

sired to changeBIOold
i . Note that if Ui does not want to

change his/her biometrics, he/she still can keep the same old
biometricsBIOold

i , and in this case,BIOnew
i is treated as

BIOold
i . However,Ui must provide a new passwordPWnew

i

which needs to be different fromPW old
i . MDi then computes

Gen(BIOnew
i ) = (σnew

i , τnew
i ), BInew

i = h(IDi|| σnew
i )

⊕n∗
i , RPWnew

i = h(PWnew
i ||n∗

i ), CInew
i = h(IDi||

RPWnew
i ||σnew

i ), RID′′
TA = (RID′

TA ⊕h(IDi ||σold
i ))

⊕h(IDi ||σnew
i ) = RIDTA ⊕h(IDi ||σnew

i ), and s∗∗i =
(s∗i ⊕h(n∗

i ||IDi|| σold
i )) ⊕h(n∗

i ||IDi ||σ
new
i ) = si ⊕h(n∗

i ||
IDi||σ

new
i ).

Step PB3. MDi replacesBIi, CIi, RID′
TA, s∗i and τi

with BInew
i , CInew

i , RID′′
TA, s∗∗i and τnew

i in its memory,
respectively. Finally,MDi contains the information{RIDi,
Ri, BInew

i , CInew
i , RID′′

TA, s∗∗i , τnew
i , h(·), Gen(·), Rep(·),

t}.

F. Dynamic Smart Meter Addition Phase

To deploy a new smart meter, saySMnew
j in the existing

network, theTA performs the following steps in offline mode:
Step SMA1. The TA first assigns a new unique identity

IDnew
SMj

, which is different from the identities of the already
deployed smart meters. TheTA then computes the pseudo
identity for SMnew

j as RIDnew
SMj

= h(IDnew
SMj

||k) using its
master secret keyk.

Step SMA2. The TA stores the credentials{RIDnew
SMj

,
PubTA, RIDTA} into the memory ofSMnew

j prior to its
deployment in the network.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS OF TUAS-RESG

This section shows the ability of TUAS-RESG to resist
various well-known attacks. For this, we provide following
definitions and then discussion on various attacks.

Definition 1. A one-way collision-resistant hash functionh:
{0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l is a deterministic function. It takes an
arbitrary length binary stringu ∈ {0, 1}∗ as an input, and
then outputs a binary stringh(u) ∈ {0, 1}l of fixed-length
l, called message digest or hash value. An adversaryA’s
advantage in finding collision [39] is given byAdvHASH

A
(t)

= Pr[(u, v) ←R A: u 6= v and h(u) = h(v)], wherePr[E]
is the probability of an eventE, and (u, v) ←R A denotes
the pair (u, v) is randomly chosen byA. A is allowed to be
probabilistic and the probability in the advantage is computed
over the random choices made byA with the execution time
t. By an(η, t)-adversaryA attacking the collision resistance
of h(·), it means that the runtime ofA is at mostt and that
AdvHASH

A
(t) ≤ η.

Definition 2. Let Ep(a, b) be an elliptic curve andP ∈
Ep(a, b) be a base point. The elliptic curve discrete logarithm
problem (ECDLP) is defined as follows. Given two pointsP
and x.P in Ep(a, b), to find the discrete logarithmx.

Definition 3. Let Ep(a, b) be an elliptic curve andP ∈
Ep(a, b) be a base point. The elliptic curve decisional Diffie-
Hellman problem (ECDDHP) is defined as follows. Given four
points P, x.P, y.P and z.P in Ep(a, b), to decide whether
z = x.y or a uniform value.

Replay attack: Suppose an adversaryA intercepts the mes-
sagesMsg1 = 〈Xi, R∗

i , Ai, T1〉, Msg2 = 〈Yj , Vj , T2〉 and
Msg3 = 〈ACKi, T3〉 during the login, and authentication and
key agreement phases, and then tries to send these messages
again after some time. Since all these messages include the
timestampsT1, T2 andT3, validity of the timestamps will fail
by SMj , MDi and SMj , respectively. Hence, TUAS-RESG
provides the replay attack protection.

Man-in-the-middle attack: Let an adversaryA intercept
the messageMsg1 = 〈Xi, R∗

i , Ai, T1〉 sent to SMj by
the userUi during the login phase. SupposeA generates a
new timestampT ′

1
and a random nonceru′

i, and tries to
computex = h(RIDi ||RIDTA ||ru′

i ||RPWi ||σi ||T ′
1
),

Xi = x.P and Ai = x + si (mod p). However,A does not
know secret credentialsRIDi, RIDTA and signaturesi on
ri, whereRi = ri.P . Without these, it is not possible forA
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to calculatex, and as a result, modification ofMsg1 is not
also possible. Similarly,A can not also modify other messages
Msg2 = 〈Yj , Vj , T2〉 and Msg3 = 〈ACKi, T3〉 during the
authentication and key agreement phase. Thus, TUAS-RESG
is resilient against the man-in-the-middle attack.

Privileged-insider attack: Suppose a privileged-insider
user of theTA, being an adversaryA, knows the registration
information {IDi, h(·)} during the user registration phase,
which were sent byUi to theTA. We further assume thatA
has lost/stolen mobile deviceMDi of the registered userUi

after the registration phase is completed.A can then extract
the important information{RIDi, Ri, BIi, CIi, RID′

TA,
s∗i , τi, Gen(·), Rep(·), h(·), t} stored in MDi’s memory
by applying the power analysis attacks [31], [32]. Without
having the biometric keyσi of Ui, A can not deriveni =
BIi⊕ h(IDi || σi) and hence,A can not also verify a guessed
password with the help ofCIi through the offline password
guessing attack. Moreover, withoutσi andni, it is also hard
for A to deriveRIDTA andsi. As compared to low-entropy
passwords, the biometric keys have several other advantages,
which include 1) biometric keys cannot be lost or forgotten,
2) biometric keys are hard to forge or distribute, 3) biometric
keys are difficult to copy or share. Therefore, guessing the
biometric keys becomes a hard problem [38]. Thus, TUAS-
RESG protects the privileged-insider attack.

User impersonation attack: Suppose an adversaryA tries
to impersonate the userUi (mobile deviceMDi) in order to
send valid login request and authentication acknowledgment
messages to the smart meterSMj . In order to create a valid
login request message〈Xi, R∗

i , Ai, T ′
1
〉 on behalf of Ui,

A can generate current timestampT ′
1

and random nonce
ru′

i. However, without having the secret credentialsRIDi,
RIDTA, PWi, σi and signaturesi on ri, it is difficult task
for A to calculatex = h(RIDi ||RIDTA ||ru′

i ||RPWi ||σi

||T ′
1
), Xi = x.P and Ai = x + si (mod p). Furthermore,

computation of session keySKij = h(RIDTA ||T ′
1
||T2 ||Ai

||Zj) requires the secret credentialsx, y, si and RIDTA,
whereZj = y.Xi = xy.P = x.Yj = Zi. Given Xi and Yj ,
it is hard to calculateZj or Zi due to difficulty of solving
ECDDHP (see Definition 3). Without computingSKij , A can
not calculateACKi = h(SKij ||T

′
3
), whereT ′

3
is the current

timestamp generated byA. It is then clear that TUAS-RESG
is resilient against the user impersonation attack.

Smart meter impersonation attack: In this case, assume
that an adversaryA tries to impersonate the smart meter
SMj in order to send valid authentication request message
〈Yj , Vj , T ′

2
〉 by generating a random noncers′j and current

timestampT ′
2
. Without having the secret credentialsRIDSMj

andRIDTA, A can not calculatey = h(RIDSMj
||RIDTA

||rs′j ||Ai ||T
′
2
), Yj = y.P , Zj = y.Xi = xy.P . Also, deriving

x from Xi andy from Yj are computationally infeasible due
to difficulty of solving ECDLP (see Definition 2). As a result,
A can not derive the session keySKij = h(RIDTA ||T1 ||T ′

2

||Ai ||Zj) and Vj = h(SKij ||T1 ||T ′
2
). Thus, TUAS-RESG

is also resilient against the smart meter impersonation attack.
Ephemeral secret leakage (ESL) attack:The shared secret

session key betweenUi and SMj during the authentication
and key agreement phase is calculated asSKij = h(RIDTA

||T1 ||T2 ||Ai ||Zj). The session key security (SK-security)
depends on the following two cases:

Case 1.Suppose the ephemeral (short term) secretsrui and
rsj are revealed to an adversaryA. However, without having
the long-term secretsRIDi, RIDTA, PWi, σi, RIDSMj

and
si, it is difficult for A to calculateSKij .

Case 2.Assume that the long-term secretsRIDi, RIDTA,
PWi, σi, RIDSMj

and si are revealed toA. Then, without
having the ephemeral secretsrui andrsj , it is difficult for A
to calculateSKij .

It is then clear thatA can calculateSKij only if the
ephemeral secrets and long-term secrets are known to him/her.
Even if SKij is revealed toA in a particular session, all
other session keys in previous and future sessions are different
due to usage of both long-term secrets and fresh ephemeral
random nonces. Thus, the leakage of a session key will
have no effect on the security of other previous and future
sessions for secure communications [20]. Hence, TUAS-RESG
provides both perfect forward and backward secrecy, and also
it provides the SK-security.

Anonymity and untraceability: Due to usage of the ran-
dom nonces and current timestamps, the messagesMsg1 =
〈Xi, R∗

i , Ai, T1〉, Msg2 = 〈Yj , Vj , T2〉 andMsg3 = 〈ACKi,
T3〉 exchanged during the login, and authentication and key
agreement phases are distinct for each session. Therefore, an
adversaryA can not trace the user as well as smart meter.
Moreover, these messages do not involve the pseudo-identities
RIDi, RIDTA andRIDSMj

, and they are embedded in the
collision-resistant one-way hash functionh(·) (see Definition
1). Therefore, TUAS-RESG provides both anonymity and
untraceability properties.

Password change attack:Suppose an adversaryA has
lost/stolen mobile deviceMDi of a registered userUi. A can
then extract the important information{RIDi, Ri, BIi, CIi,
RID′

TA, s∗i , τi, Gen(·), Rep(·), h(·), t} stored inMDi’s
memory by applying the power analysis attacks [31], [32].
To change the passwordPWi to another passwordPW ′

i , A
requires to input correctIDi, PWi andBIOi of Ui. Without
these valid user credentials, local password and biometric
verification will fail at the mobile deviceMDi. Thus,A can
not provide any other fake passwordPW ′

i and fake biometrics
in order to change the passwordPWi to PW ′

i . As a result,
TUAS-RESG is secure against the password change attack.

VI. COMPARATIVE STUDY

In this section, we compare computation and communica-
tion costs, and functionality features of TUAS-RESG with
other related schemes, such as the schemes of Wu-Zhou [25],
Xia-Wang [26], Tsai-Lo [19], Odeluet al. [20] and Joet al.
(Protocol II) [21].

We use the following notations for the computational cost
analysis.Tb, Tecm, Teca, Tm, Te, Ts, Tcert, Tcert ver, Tfe,
Th, Tecdsa sig and Tecdsa sigver denote time taken for a
bilinear pairing operation, an ECC point multiplication op-
eration, an ECC point addition operation, a multiplication
operation, a modular exponentiation operation, a symmet-
ric encryption/decryption operation, a certificate generation
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operation, a certificate verification operation, fuzzy extrac-
tor Gen(·)/Rep(·) operation, a one-way hash operation, an
ECDSA (elliptic curve digital signature algorithm) signature
generation and an ECDSA signature verification, respectively.
Since the execution time ofXOR operation is negligible, we
do not consider this in computation time calculation as given
in [19].

The execution times of different cryptographic operations
on different platforms are given in Table II as provided in
[40]. We assumeTs ≈ Th and omit Tm in calculating the
execution timings as it requires very low execution time than
Te, i.e.,Tm << Te. Further,Teca << Te, and we also assume
Teca ≈ Th.

TABLE II
EXECUTION TIME OF DIFFERENT CRYPTOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS[40]

Entity Tb Tecm Te Th

Pentium IV 3.16ms 1.17ms < 1ms 0.01ms
HiPerSmart Card 0.38s 0.13s < 0.1s 0.001s

The computational costs for the authentication and key
agreement phase of TUAS-RESG and other related schemes
are compared in Table III. It is assumed that the computation of
smart meter side and user/service provider/data collection unit
side are performed on the HiPerSmart card and Pentium IV
plaforms, respectively. In TUAS-RESG, the computation costs
required for eachSMj and MDi are 5Th + 4Tecm + 2Teca

≈ 0.527s andTfe+8Th+2Tecm ≈ 3.59ms, respectively. From
Table III, it is clear that TUAS-RESG requires less overall
computation cost as compared to other schemes [19], [20],
[25], [26].

The bit lengths of various parameters to estimate the re-
quired communication bits in various schemes are assumed as
follows. Random number/nonce is128 bits; identities and mes-
sage digests are each160 bits; elements in bilinear map groups
G1 andG2 are320 and512 bits, respectively; and timestamp
is 32 bits. Moreover, ECC signature is320 bits and message
warrant is160 bits. In TUAS-RESG, the communication costs
for the messagesMsg1, Msg2 and Msg3 are 832, 512 and
192 bits, respectively. Thus, the total communication cost in
TUAS-RESG is1536 bits. On the other hand, the schemes
of Wu-Zhou [25], Xia-Wang [26], Tsai-Lo [19], Odeluet al.
[20] and Joet al. [21] require3648, 1376, 1408, 1920 and
2464 bits, respectively. The communication costs of different
schemes given in Table IV show that the proposed is efficient
as compared to the schemes of Wu-Zhou [25], Odeluet al.
[20] and Joet al. [21], whereas it is also comprable with the
schemes of Xia-Wang [26] and Tsai-Lo [19].

The functionality features comparison provided in Table V
indicate that TUAS-RESG and Odeluet al.’s scheme [20]
perform better than other schemes. Wu and Zhou’s scheme
[25] does not provide man-in-middle attack protection and
also other required features as mentioned in Table V. Xia-
Wang’s scheme [26] fails to provide the security functionalities
including strong credentials’ privacy and SK-security. Except
TUAS-RESG and Odeluet al.’s scheme [20], all other existing
schemes fail to provide the required security functionalities
including the strong credentials’ privacy and SK-security un-

TABLE III
COMPUTATION COSTS COMPARISON

Scheme CT1 CT2

[25] 3Tecm +Tm +Th +
Tcert

4Tecm + 4Th + Ts +
Tcert ver

≈ 0.523s ≈ 5.91ms
[26] Ts + 4Th 4Th

≈ 0.005s ≈ 0.04ms
[19] 4Tecm + Te + 5Th 3Tecm +2Tb +Te +5Th

≈ 0.625s ≈ 10.88ms
[20] 3Tecm + Te + 6Th 2Tecm +2Tb +Te +6Th

≈ 0.496s ≈ 9.72ms
[21] Tecm + 3Th+ 2Th +3Tecdsa sig +2Te

(Protocol II) 2Te + 2Tecdsa sig +3Tecdsa sigver + 2Tb

≈ 0.397s ≈ 16.99ms
TUAS-RESG 5Th+4Tecm+2Teca Tfe + 8Th + 2Tecm

≈ 0.527s ≈ 3.59ms

Note: CT1 and CT2 denote computation costs at smart meter side and
user/service provider/data collection unit side in login and authentication
phases, respectively.

TABLE IV
COMMUNICATION COSTS COMPARISON

Scheme Communication cost Number of messages

Wu-Zhou [25] 3648 4
Xia-Wang [26] 1376 5
Tsai-Lo [19] 1408 3
Odeluet al. [20] 1920 3
Jo et al. (Protocol II) [21] 2464 3
TUAS-RESG 1536 3

der the widely-accepted CK-adversary model. Furthermore,
only TUAS-RESG provides additional functionality features,
such as password and biometric update phase, dynamic smart
meter addition phase. In addition, TUAS-RESG also protects
password change attack. Considering security and function-
ality features, and efficiency in terms of communication and
computation costs, TUAS-RESG performs better than all the
other schemes shown in Table V.

VII. PRACTICAL PERSPECTIVE: NS2 SIMULATION STUDY

The practical demonstration of TUAS-RESG and other
related schemes, such as the schemes of Tsai and Lo [19],
Odelu et al. [20], Jo et al. (Protocol II) [21], Wu and Zhou
[25], and Xia and Wang [26], has been performed through the
widely-accepted NS2 2.35 simulator [41].

A. Simulation Parameters and Environment

TUAS-RESG and other related schemes [19], [20], [21],
[25], [26] are simulated on Ubuntu 14.04 LTS platform using
the NS2 2.35 simulator [41]. The simulation parameters are
given in Table VI. The network is simulated for1800 seconds
(i.e. 30 minutes). The following three network scenarios are
considered in the simulation:

• Scenario 1. It consists of10 Ui/MDi/SMi/IDSis and
10 SMj/SPj/DCUj/IDCjs.

• Scenario 2. It consists of20 Ui/MDi/SMi/IDSis and
10 SMj/SPj/DCUj/IDCjs.
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TABLE V
FUNCTIONALITIES COMPARISON OF VARIOUS RELATED SCHEMES

Feature [25] [26] [19] [20] [21] Our
F1 X × X X X X

F2 × × X X X X

F3 X X X X X X

F4 X X × X X X

F5 × X X X X X

F6 × × X X X X

F7 × × × X X X

F8 × × × X × X

F9 × × × × × X

F10 × × × × × X

F11 × × × × × X

F12 × × × × × X

F13 × × X X × X

F14 × × X X × X

F15 × × × × × X

Note: F1: protection against impersonation attacks;F2: providing perfect
forward secrecy;F3: protection against replay attack;F4: protection against
privileged-insider attack;F5: protection against man-in-the-middle attack;
F6: whether a smart meter and user/service provider mutually authenticate
each other without the help of the trusted anchor/authority;F7: providing
strong smart meter credentials’ privacy;F8: providing SK-security;F9:
password update phase;F10: biometric update phase;F11: dynamic smart
meter addition phase;F12: offline password guessing attack protection;F13:
anonymity;F14: untraceability;F15: password change attack protection
X: the scheme is secure or supports that feature;×: the scheme is insecure
or it does not support that feature.

TABLE VI
SIMULATION PARAMETERS USED IN ALL SCHEMES

Parameter Description
Platform Ubuntu 14.04 LTS
Tool used NS2 2.35
Network coverage area 5 × 5 km2

Number of smart metersSMj 10 (for scenarios 1, 2, 3)
Number of mobile usersUi 10 (for Scenario 1)

20 (for Scenario 2)
30 (for Scenario 3)

Mobility of usersUi 2m, 10m, 15m per second
(for scenarios 1, 2, 3)

Simulation time 1800 seconds

• Scenario 3. It consists of30 Ui/MDi/SMi/IDSis and
10 SMj/SPj/DCUj/IDCjs.

Here, SMi, IDSi, DCUj and IDCj representith smart
meter,ith smart sensor,jth data collection unit andjth data
collector in other related schemes [19], [20], [21], [25], [26].

In each scenario, we have different types of exchanged
messages for various schemes and their communication costs
(in bits) are provided in Table VII. The speeds of different
vehicles in TUAS-RESG are considered as2 meters per second
(mps), 10 mps and15 mps. In other schemes, the entities are
considered as static.

B. Discussion on Simulation Results

We have computed various network performance parame-
ters, such as throughput (in bps), end-to-end delay (in seconds)
and packet delivery ratio during the simulation.

1) Impact on Throughput:Throughput is calculated as the
number of bits transmitted per unit time. The throughputs
(in bps) of TUAS-RESG under three scenarios are shown in
Figure 3(a). The throughput can be computed asnr×npkt

Td
,

where Td is the total time (in seconds),npkt the size of a
packet, andnr the total number of received packets. Note
that the simulation time is1800s, which is the total time.
Scenarios1, 2 and 3 have the throughput values as110.35
bps,215.34 bps and326.83 bps, respectively. The throughput
values increase with the number of increasing users/vehicles
as more vehicles interact with the smart meter, and thus, the
number of exchanged messages is high from scenarios1 to
2, and also from scenarios2 to 3. We have also compared
the throughput of TUAS-RESG with the schemes of Tsai and
Lo [19], Odeluet al. [20], Jo et al. [21], Wu and Zhou [25],
and Xia and Wang [26]. Throughput of TUAS-RESG is less
than the schemes of Joet al. [21], Wu and Zhou [25], Odelu
et al. [20] as TUAS-RESG has less communication cost and
it uses small size of messages for authentication. Though the
throughput of TUAS-RESG is more than the scheme of Xia
and Wang [26] but it can be accepted as it provides more
functionality features.

2) Impact on End-to-End Delay:The end-to-end delay
(EED) is derived as the average time taken by data packets
to arrive at a destination from a source. Figure 3(b) shows
EEDs of TUAS-RESG under scenarios1, 2 and 3. EED
can be expressed as

∑npkt

i=1
(Treci

−Tsendi
)/npkt, whereTreci

and Tsendi
are the receiving and sending time of a packeti,

respectively, andnpkt is the total number of packets.EEDs
are 0.03167s, 0.05055s and 0.08379s for scenarios1, 2 and
3, respectively. Note that the value ofEED increases with the
increasing number of users/vehicles. Increment in the number
of users causes more exchanged messages and it further incurs
congestion, and thus,EED increases from scenarios2 and
3. We have also comparedEED of TUAS-RESG with the
schemes of Tsai and Lo [19], Odeluet al. [20], Joet al. [21],
Wu and Zhou [25], and Xia and Wang [26]. TheEED of
TUAS-RESG is less than the schemes of Tsai and Lo [19],
Odelu et al. [20] and Wu and Zhou [25] as it is efficient
and uses small size of messages for authentication. Though
the EED of TUAS-RESG is more than the schemes of Xia
and Wang [26] and Joet al. [21] but it can be accepted as it
provides more functionality features.

3) Impact on Packet Delivery Ratio:Packet delivery ratio
(PDR) is the ratio of total transmitted packets to the total re-
ceived packets. ThePDRs of TUAS-RESG under scenarios1,
2 and3 are shown in Figure 3(c). ThePDRs of TUAS-RESG
are0.99, 0.97 and0.96 for scenarios1, 2 and3, respectively.
PDR decreases with increasing number of users/vehicles from
scenarios1 to 2 and also from scenarios2 to 3. This is
because in case of more users, more messages are exchanged,
and hence, it causes congestion in the network. Since TUAS-
RESG is lightweight and it uses small packet sizes, soPDR
decrement is also less. In addition, we have comparedPDR
of TUAS-RESG with the schemes of Tsai and Lo [19], Odelu
et al. [20], Jo et al. [21], Wu and Zhou [25], and Xia and
Wang [26]. ThePDR of TUAS-RESG is comparable with
the existing schemes.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, a new remote user authentication scheme
is presented for a renewable energy based smart grid envi-
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TABLE VII
EXCHANGED MESSAGES BETWEEN ENTITIES IN SIMULATION

Exchanged messages between entities [19] [20] [21] [25] [26] TUAS-RESG
(Protocol II)

Ui/SMi/IDSi → SPj/DCUj/IDCj 608 bits 1088 bits 512 bits 1312 bits 288 bits 832 bits
SPj/DCUj/IDCj → Ui/SMi/IDSi 480 bits 672 bits 1344 bits 928 bits 288 bits 512 bits
Ui/SMi/IDSi → SPj/DCUj/IDCj 320 bits 160 bits 608 bits − 160 bits 192 bits
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Fig. 3. (a) Throughput (b) End-to-end delay (c) Packet delivery ratio

ronment. TUAS-RESG is lightweight as compared to other
existing schemes as it uses elliptic curve operations instead of
costly modular exponentiation and bilinear pairing operations.
The security of TUAS-RESG is thoroughly analyzed, and it
shows that TUAS-RESG has the ability to defend various
known attacks. In addition, TUAS-RESG supports additional
functionality features, such as password and biometric update
phase, and smart meter addition phase. Moreover, TUAS-
RESG provides better trade-off among security, functional-
ity features, and communication and computation costs as
compared to other schemes. Finally, the simulation results
using the NS2 simulator demonstrate the practicality of TUAS-
RESG.
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